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Vincent van Duysen
Timeless Modern

Clockwise from top
Two views of Belgian architect
Vincent Van Duysen’s tableware
collection for Serax. The
designer, who is a lover of
modernism; image by Kasia
Gatkowska
Facing page
Cousy sofa for Arflex

as told to
catherine shaw

design anthology: You design all the flagship stores
and exhibition installations for Molteni&C and have
said that you want to adopt a new approach at the fair
this year. How does it differ?
vincent van duysen: The fair is larger and more
conceptual, so this year I tried to give the booth and
furniture a slightly more architectural feel. I haven’t
changed Molteni’s dna, but I wanted to bring in more
light and freshness. It’s still a domestic environment and
related to the art of living well, but in terms of style and
the products, I’ve brought in more transparency. I’m
a modernist. I’m in it heart and soul, so there’s more
integration of the colours typically used during midcentury West Coast modernism and the gardens are
inspired by dry Palm Springs-like gardens with cactuses,
fossil woods and sand and rock formations. The furniture
is raised, so it feels like it’s floating. All these elements
refer to that period and style.
What’s the appeal of modernism?
I’m an architect, and modernism has always had an
incredible impact on my vision. When I started working
as an architect in Italy it was postmodernism, but I’m a
big fan of Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and Louis
Kahn because of their use of materials and their pure
detailing and sophistication. I love the way they limit
materials and connect with nature. It’s the openness that
I really like — it’s calm. This is what you can read in the
furniture of that time.

“I always start by focusing on the
essence, and then eliminate all the
excess. It’s not only in furniture,
but also in our minds and words.”

Belgian architect and designer
Vincent Van Duysen established his
studio in 1990, and his projects range
from product design to architecture.
He is the creative director of
Molteni&C Dada, and was
appointed one of the creative leads for
Sahco by Kvadrat in 2018. We caught
up over an espresso to talk about his
love of modernism, his new work and
the connection between designing
architectural spaces and furniture
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How do you translate these principles into Molteni&C’s
exhibition here, where there’s so much pressure to make
a statement?
I don’t think about scenography. I’ve tried to aim for a
real sense of life, not an artificial set-up for five days. I
don’t want any connotation of a temporary installation.
It’s very calming when you come in because of the way
the space interacts with the furniture and with the
gardens. You’re disconnected from the buzz of the fair.
This is what I always aim for in my architecture — once
you come in you want to be cut off from the world. It’s
not too monumental, because a sense of calmness is the
most important part.
Tell us about the new chair for b&b Italia you’re
launching at the fair.
I first collaborated with them in 2001 with the vvd
collection. It was very pure, very modernist. Now we’ve
come up with a classical-style armchair that you’d
typically see in Latin American or Spanish cultures. It
has beautiful leather that slips over a classical base like a
dress or skin. It’s called Pablo, the name of my youngest
dog. It’s inspired by Picasso and his dog Lump. We spent
a lot of time on the prototypes, fine-tuning to get the
balance and the right proportions. It’s a very archetypal
form, but ergonomically it’s very comfortable. The
process was very technical — the seat has the effect of a
cushion without a cushion. The structure of the wood is
solid and very crafted with beautiful angles.
What’s the most important part of the design process
for you?
I always start by focusing on the essence, and then
eliminate all the excess. It’s not only in furniture, but also
in our minds and words. That’s what I’m trying to do.
No one can reinvent design. Everything has been done
before. For me, I fight against a lack of integrity. Pablo
reflects this very well, because we worked on it for almost
two years. It was a huge commitment from both sides,
mentally as well as in terms of time. They push because
they want the best.
Does your design of products inform your architectural
work?
For me they are all one — I’m an architect and I create
spaces for furniture. A house has to be ergonomic as
well, because it’s also about proportion and ergonomics
— and a natural energy. Craftsmanship, materials and
technology are all there too, just re-scaled. I remember
talking with Giulio Cappellini years ago — we were
thinking about my furniture as domestic architecture. So
in a way that’s the link.
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